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ANSWER KEY

COMPREHENSION
WRITTEN TEXT
1.

It refers to Ibtihaj being selected to be a part of the official U.S. Olympics fencing team.

2.

One would expect the heavy expectation President Obama has of Ibtihaj to bring home the Olympics fencing gold medal
to be highly stressful, greatly differing from his comment on the expectation not being stressful, hence the irony.

3.

In fencing, the hijab would not compromise the security of the athletes and the guidelines that only authorised certain
types of clothing.

4. Ibtihaj wanted to show that fencing is not just a sport for wealthy Caucasians and that a Muslim African American woman
from a less wealthy background can also excel at fencing.
5.

FIFA acted like a dictator when he exercised absolute rule and power over the decision to block the Iranian women’s
soccer team without first determining if its concerns were accurate.

6. Hijab-wearing athletes were able to compete as some nations caved under backlash and intimidation they received
when they did not wish to send Muslim female athletes. Fellow female athletes also advocated for the lifting of clothing
guidelines in certain sports.
7.

The word “even” tells us that the hijab is becoming so accepted and commonplace in sports that it has opened up a whole
new sportswear market that was previously unimagined.

VISUAL TEXT
1.

A respectful/reverential tone is achieved because the Games are being played to honour a mighty God who is able to
control nature.

2.

The Chariot race reflects the competitive and athletic nature of the event.

3.

Possible answers:
• The entry criteria for athletes are now no longer limited to free male Greek citizens.
• Chariot racing is no longer a sport.
• The Olympics Games are no longer played in honour of Greek Gods.

4. People who are slaves, female and non-Greek.
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MAKEOVER
1.
2.

Did you know that during ancient Olympics, only men were allow to compete in the Games?
Furthermore, all the male competitor were required to compete naked!

3.

In that era, married women were forbidden from watching the Olympic Games and any married woman caught
in the act was sentenced to death.
4. A story goes that Callipatira, mother of a famous boxer Diagoras, disguise herself as a male trainer in order to
accompany her son and watch him compete in the Olympic Games.
5. When Diagoras won his match, Callipatira was so excited to the point that she forget her disguise and revealed
that she was a woman.
6. Thankfully, she was pardon death by the judges as her father, brother, and son were all victors of the Olympics.
7. A new law was passed after the incident stating that all trainers must appears naked along with the athletes.
8. Centuries later, women were still restricted from competing as seen in the first modern Olympic Games on 1894.
9. However, in the second modern Olympic Games, the rule was finally removed, but history was made.
10. Tennis player, Charlotte Cooper of Great Britain became the first women to be an Olympic gold medalist!

ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

allow → allowed
competitor → competitors
and → , and
disguise → disguised
forget → forgot
pardon → pardoned
appears → appear
on → in
but → and
women → woman
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